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Somatic inputs originating from bioregulatory processes can guide cognition and behavior.

One such bodily signal, mostly overlooked so far, is represented by visuo-vestibular

coupling and its alteration, which in extreme cases may result in motion sickness. We

argued that the inherently perturbed interoceptive state that follows can be a powerful

determinant of human motivated behavior, resulting in a blunted response to appetitive

stimuli and an exaggerated response to noxious ones. We sought to assess such differential

impact of visuo-vestibular mismatches on value through a task involving conflict moni-

toring. We therefore administered to 42 healthy participants a modified version of the

Flankers task, in which distractors (arrows, pointing in either a congruent or incongruent

direction) signaled the availability of monetary incentives (gains, losses, or neutral trials).

While performing the task, participants received either galvanic vestibular stimulation

(GVS), or sham stimulation. We have found impaired behavioral performances when value,

which was attached to task-irrelevant information, was at stake. Gains and losses, inter-

estingly, dissociated, and only the latter caused enhanced interference costs in the task,

suggesting that negative incentives may be more effective in capturing human attention

than positive ones. Finally, we have found some weak evidence for GVS to further increase

the processing of losses, as suggested by even larger interference costs in this condition.
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Interoception
Results were, however, overall ambiguous, and suggest that much more research is needed

to better understand the link between the vestibular system and motivation.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Interoception and motivation

Human decision-making processes can hardly be understood

in full without taking into account one individual’s physio-

logical state and needs (Berridge& Robinson, 2003; Craig, 2002;

Critchley, Wiens, Rotshtein, €Ohman, & Dolan, 2004; Damasio,

1996; Gray & Critchley, 2007; Namkung, Kim, & Sawa, 2017;

Naqvi & Bechara, 2010; Naqvi, Rudrauf, Damasio, & Bechara,

2007; Paulus, 2007). “Somatic markers” originating from bio-

regulatory processes can bias the subjective desirability of

stimuli, thus guiding cognition and behavior (Craig, 2002;

Damasio, 1996; Mayer, 2011; Morton, Cummings, Baskin,

Barsh, & Schwartz, 2006; Namkung et al., 2017; Paulus, 2007;

Seth, 2013). For example, think how desirable would be one’s

preferred food in normal conditions versus while experi-

encing mild nausea. A global interoceptive state is defined by

the balance and integration of visceral, autonomic, somato-

sensory, motor and vestibular inputs, wherein the insula is

known to represent a key structure in the integration of these

signals (Craig, 2002; Namkung et al., 2017). The incentive value

of any stimulus can be encoded in an abstract fashion, but also

in relation to the expected effect on physiological homeostasis

(Berridge & Robinson, 2003; Palminteri et al., 2012), before

being exploited for guiding human choices via connections

with other structures such as limbic areas and the dorsal

striatum (Berridge & Robinson, 2003; Namkung et al., 2017;

Palminteri et al., 2012). This double coding of one stimulus (i.e.

abstract vs. homeostasis-related) is therefore capable to

explain why the same stimulus can assume different moti-

vational values under different interoceptive states.
1.2. The vestibular system: a sensory entry to
interoception and motivation

One important, yet overlooked, bodily signal is the uncoupling

of normally tightly linked inputs, i.e. visual and vestibular

information, which in the most extreme case results in mo-

tion sickness and nausea (Kohl, 1983; Lackner, 2014; Treisman,

1977). Motion sickness is a complex syndrome which mani-

fests itself not only with nausea and vomiting but also with a

variable degree of pallor, cold sweating, drowsiness, and

dizziness. Though the physiological origins of motion sick-

ness are not yet fully understood, the most widely accepted

theory posits that sensory conflicts (i.e. a discrepancy between

the expected and afferent signals from the body) may provoke

the extreme reaction of neural mechanisms in the brainstem

and several cortical regions (Lackner, 2014), including re-

sponses of anxiety and aversive conditioning (Balaban, 2002).

A partly alternative, evolutionary account posits that motion
sickness may essentially be related to poisoning (Treisman,

1977). Under this evolutionary framework, visuo-vestibular

mismatches are reminiscent of the subtle but informative

warning signals which follow the ingestion of noxious neu-

rotoxins (Treisman, 1977), and thus would prompt defensive

reactions such as emesis. Furthermore, such mismatches

would participate to the process of aversive conditioning in

the sense that they would provide to an unspecialized feeder

elements for avoiding potentially noxious stimuli or envi-

ronments in the future (Treisman, 1977). At any rate, the

experience of visuo-vestibular mismatches may be regarded

as a powerful perturbation of the human interoceptive state.

Vestibular stimulation techniquesewhich alter the activity

of an extended parieto-insular network (Lopez, Blanke, &

Mast, 2012; zu Eulenburg, Caspers, Roski, & Eickhoff, 2012) e

have been found to modulate affective control, mood, pur-

chase decision-making (in terms of desirability of products) in

healthy subjects (Mast, Preuss, Hartmann, & Grabherr, 2014;

Preuss, Kalla, Müri, & Mast, 2017; Preuss, Hasler, & Mast,

2014a; Preuss, Mast, & Hasler, 2014b), and to alleviate manic

symptoms in patients (Carmona, Holland, & Harrison, 2009;

Dodson, 2004; Levine et al., 2012). For example, Preuss, Hasler,

and Mast (2014a) reported that caloric vestibular stimulation

can modulate the performance in a Go/No-go task exploiting

emotional images as target stimuli. In their study, affective

control (i.e. the proportion of hits vs. false alarms, and thus

motor inhibition) for positive images was modulated by the

vestibular stimulation, and could either be reduced or

increased as a function of the stimulated ear. Moreover, one

recent study found that vestibular stimulation through

galvanic current (Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation, GVS) de-

creases sensitivity to monetary rewards (Blini, Tilikete, Farn�e,

&Hadj-Bouziane, 2018a). Therefore, stimulating the vestibular

sense may be a key and convenient mean to perturb intero-

ceptive states or otherwise compensate for a system that does

not link efficiently visceral states to optimal decision-making

strategies, as for instance in addicted individuals.

1.3. An eye on behavioral addictions

In addiction disorders, cues associated with one’s behavioral

addiction exert a strong attentional capture (Field, Munaf�o, &

Franken, 2009). The magnitude of attentional bias has been

found to predict relapse from treatment (Field & Cox, 2008;

Garland, Franken, & Howard, 2012; Marissen et al., 2006), and

has been causally related to craving (Field & Eastwood, 2005).

Such cues activate automatic representations of value which

can interfere with the task at hand, when they should rather

be inhibited because distracting (Carpenter, Schreiber,

Church, & McDowell, 2006; Cox, Fadardi, & Pothos, 2006;

Gross, Jarvik, & Rosenblatt, 1993; Nijs, Franken, & Muris, 2010;

Sokhadze, Stewart, Hollifield, & Tasman, 2008). For example,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.09.004
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in the manifold variants of the AddictioneStroop test (Cox

et al., 2006), participants with behavioral addictions are typi-

cally found to be slower than controls in reading aloud the

color of words related to the substance of abuse. Thus, inter-

ference costs can provide valuable clinical information, on

one hand, and reducing them could represent a major thera-

peutic objective, on the other hand. This appears particularly

appropriate as prominent models of behavioral addictions

emphasizeeamong other societal, neurobiological, and

cognitive aspectsethe role of both “driving” (enhanced

sensitivity to reward) and control (reduced inhibitory control)

aspects, and their interaction (Baler & Volkow, 2006; Della

Libera et al., 2019; Goldstein & Volkow, 2011).

Emerging evidence also points toward an important role of

defective interoceptive processing in craving and in the

maintenance of behavioral addictions (Gray & Critchley, 2007;

Paulus, Stewart,&Haase, 2013; Verdejo-Garcia, Clark,&Dunn,

2012). New avenues for the clinical management of these pa-

tients include treatment options based on interoceptive pro-

cessing (Paulus, 2007; Paulus et al., 2013), their effectiveness

being explained in light of a possible modulation of insular

activity. Indeed, inactivation of the insula in amphetamine-

experienced rats may prevent their drug-seeking behavior

and blunt the malaise associated with craving (Contreras,

Ceric, & Torrealba, 2007); in humans, damage to or func-

tional disruption of the insula may alleviate addiction to

nicotine (Dinur-Klein et al., 2014; Naqvi et al., 2007). Thus,

manipulating this circuitry represents an appealing way to

tackle the addiction loop in the brain (Dinur-Klein et al., 2014;

Droutman, Read, & Bechara, 2015; Naqvi & Bechara, 2010;

Naqvi et al., 2007; Paulus, 2007). However, the effects of

vestibular stimulationewhich also taps onto an extended

parieto-insular network (Lopez et al., 2012; zu Eulenburg et al.,

2012) e have been seldom studied.

1.4. Assessing the role of the vestibular system in value
attribution

Detrimental effects on performance and control induced by

value-associations have also been described in healthy in-

dividuals, and characterized as being a function of the dis-

tractors’ salience and the degree of automaticity of their

processing (Bourgeois, Chelazzi, & Vuilleumier, 2016;

Chelazzi, Perlato, Santandrea, & Della Libera, 2013; Failing &

Theeuwes, 2018; Krebs, Boehler, & Woldorff, 2010). This ef-

fect is important because it provides a workingmodel to study

a key feature of addiction disorders in a laboratory setting. In

such experimental conditions, value-associations are typi-

cally established usingmonetary rewards.With this study, we

therefore sought to test, in healthy subjects, whether a

vestibular/interoceptive perturbation is capable to decrease

the unduly interference induced by intrinsically salient fea-

tures (Krebs et al., 2010). Second, we sought to test whether

such artificially biased interoceptive state differentially af-

fects rewards and punishments.Whether negative reinforcers

are devaluated following visuo-vestibular mismatches, as are

positive ones, is currently unknown. One study found that

inactivation of the posterior insula in rats may result in
disrupted acquisition of both conditioned place preference

and place avoidance (Li, Zhu, Meng, Li, & Sui, 2013). Indeed, a

perturbed system that strives for homeostasis may bring

about a general blunted response to external stimuli, as

physiologic balance would become the main priority; this

predicts decreased sensitivity to punishments (Scenario 1 in

Fig. 2C). However, the same study also found evidence for a

neural dissociation: lesions to the anterior insula selectively

disrupted conditioned place avoidance, but not conditioned

preference (Droutman et al., 2015; Li et al., 2013). One possi-

bility is thus to observe a similar behavioral specificity. For

example, in the study of Preuss, Hasler, and Mast (2014a), af-

fective control was modulated for positive, but not negative

images. Should the vestibular perturbation be specialized for

appetitive stimuli, negative reinforcers may be unaffected

(Scenario 2 in Fig. 2C). However, differently from positive re-

inforcers, punishments have a threatening nature and nega-

tive valence, which appear to match the nature of the altered

interoceptive processing and may resonate with it. As visuo-

vestibular mismatches may be exploited as (further) warning

signal (e.g. signaling the contact with neurotoxins, Treisman,

1977), negative reinforcers may become more salient and, ul-

timately, more effective in capturing attention. We therefore

put forward the possibility that the effects of negative re-

inforcers may be enhanced by a vestibular stimulation (Sce-

nario 3 in Fig. 2C, and possible neural substrates in paragraph

1.5). In the context of addiction disorders, this would be

equally desirable to a decreased sensitivity to positive rewards

to the extent that, in the context of decisionmaking, short and

long term negative consequences are weighted comparatively

more than short term positive effects, i.e. “myopia” for the

future is counteracted (Bechara, Dolan, & Hindes, 2002).

We administered GVS to healthy participants engaged in a

task evoking conflict and the need to inhibit irrelevant infor-

mation (an ad-hoc adaptation of Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974;

Eriksen, 1995). Participants received, in three different days,

one sham stimulation and two active GVS stimulations, with

opposite hemispheric lateralization (Blini, Tilikete, et al.,

2018a). We used a modified version of the Flankers Task (FT),

whereby five arrows were presented on screen: the task con-

sisted in indicating in which direction the central arrow was

pointing. The four flanking arrows could either point toward

the same (congruent) or the opposite direction (incongruent),

thereby creating interference costs in the incongruent condi-

tion. Depending on their color, flankers could also signal the

possibility of receiving monetary incentives or losses, as a

function of the subjects’ performance. Interference costs were

expected to increase wheneas compared to a Neutral (N)

condition without rewardePotential Gains (PG) or Potential

Losses (PL) were at play (Krebs et al., 2010), reflecting increased

attentional processing. We had two predictions: 1) interfer-

ence costs would be maximal, in PG conditions, for the sham

stimulation, but reduced by GVS, especially with a Right-

Anodal montage (which was associated with the greatest

reduction in sensitivity to monetary rewards in a previous

study, Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a); 2) interference costs for PL,

on the contrary, would be enhancedwith either GVS condition

with respect to the sham stimulation (Scenario 3 in Fig. 2C).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.09.004
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Fig. 1 e Schematic depiction of a mechanistic model possibly involved in the link between vestibular perturbations and the

external context (e.g. monetary gain vs. losses), largely inspired by the Embodied Predictive Interoception Coding (EPIC)

model of Barrett and Simmons (2015). The context at hand would be first evaluated through a prior model, based on past

experience, about the most likely output under the circumstances. This comparison allows the brain to issue timely

predictions about the most appropriate bodily response, and the interoceptive sensations that are expected to arise. These

predictions are thus the basis for the perception of and the action toward the external context, which canmodify the context

in turn. The prediction would be then compared to the actual incoming sensations in the primary interoceptive cortices. If

large discrepancies between predictions and incoming sensory signals arise, one prediction error signal will back-

propagate (dashed arrows) to adjust predictions and the prior model that generated them. This in turn would affect the

actions the body will undertake and the subsequent evaluation of the context. By biasing the interoceptive system toward a

more negative state, GVS, as opposed to sham, may increase prediction errors. While a positive context (e.g. monetary gain)

may be devaluated, a negative one (e.g. monetary loss) could be exaggerated instead.
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1.5. Potential neural mechanisms

In Fig. 1, a schematic depiction of a neural mechanism

possibly involved in the link between vestibular perturbations

andmotivation is presented, largely inspired by the Embodied

Predictive Interoception Coding (EPIC) model of Barrett and

Simmons (2015). The EPIC model stems from recent active

inference accounts (e.g. Adams, Shipp, & Friston, 2013),

holding that perception is a process of statistical inference

and prediction about the causes of sensations (also see Seth,

2013). Under this framework, the (external) context at hand

would be first evaluated through a prior model, based on past

experience, about the most likely output under the circum-

stances. This comparison allows the brain to issue timely
predictions about the most appropriate bodily response, the

required allostatic adjustments, and the interoceptive sensa-

tions that are expected to arise. These predictions are thus the

basis for the perception of and the action toward the external

context, which can modify the context in turn (e.g. by

modulating attentional resources, or by prompting approach-

withdraw behaviors). A widespread network of visceromotor

corticesee.g. posterior orbitofrontal cortex, posterior ventral

medial prefrontal cortex, anterior insula, and anterior cingu-

late cortexehas been putatively ascribed to this function:

these areas (agranular cortices) present a laminar architecture

characterized by a large number of pyramidal neurons in the

deepest layers in face of fewer projection neurons in the upper

layers, a feature that suggests a role in sending sensory

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.09.004
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predictions to granular cortices, which are better equipped for

computing prediction errors. Indeed, the “primary interocep-

tive cortex”, i.e. the granular posterior insula, appears as one

key region in which these predictions are compared to the

actual incoming sensations. If predictions are roughly accu-

rate, the difference will be null or negligible; if large discrep-

ancies between predictions and actual sensory signals are,

instead, detected, one prediction error signal will back-

propagate to visceromotor cortices and modulate their activ-

ity. As a result, the prediction error may adjust predictions

and the prior model that generated them directly, in both

cases affecting the actions the body will undertake and the

evaluation of the context.

Under this framework, we speculated that, while the sham

stimulation would not (sensibly) interfere with the process of

sensory integration, vestibular stimulation would bias the

incoming sensory signals toward a negative and unpleasant

bodily state, in light of visuo-vestibular conflict. As a result,

prediction errors would be larger than what expected on the

basis of previous experience, and will guide the subsequent

predictions toward a more negative valence attribution. The

responses of the brain may therefore adapt differently to the

context at hand. Although the present study did not envisage

neural measures able to test this mechanistic model specif-

ically, we predicted that a positive context, such that arising

from monetary rewards, would be resized and devaluated

(Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a); a negative context, arising when

potential losses are at stake, would be magnified instead. This

further motivated our prediction (Scenario 3 in Fig. 2C) of

enhanced interference costs for PL in face of reduced inter-

ference costs for PG with concurrent GVS.
2. Methods

The registered protocol (https://osf.io/2htd3) and all support-

ing materials (Supplementary Materials: https://osf.io/b9ezq/)

are available on the Open Science Framework website.

2.1. Participants

We computed the nominal power for a 2 � 3 � 3 general linear

model design (F test, fully within subjects, alpha ¼ .05) for a

range of sample and effect sizes (Fig. 2A, details and script in

the Supplementary Materials). We decided to enroll a

maximum of 42 participants. This sample size allowed us to

have an adequate nominal power (94.6%) for effect sizes that

we judged to be small, distributed around that reported in our

previous unbiased study about GVS and reward processing

(hp2¼ .1, Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a).We planned, however, an

intermediate analysis at N ¼ 30 (power: 83.4%). To avoid the

spread of false positives, our threshold for significance was

modified in order to preserve a cumulative false discovery rate

of .05 (Lakens, 2014). Pocock’s correction for two sequential

analyses suggested adjusting the alpha level to .034 (Pocock,

1977). Furthermore, p-values above .97 would have been

indicative of futility of further data acquisition. Data collec-

tion would have been interrupted at N ¼ 30 if one boundary
was crossed. However, interim analyses provided, for our

main tests, results that were only significant at the uncor-

rected threshold, and therefore we proceeded with recruiting

42 participants.

We recruited 42 young healthy participants (18e29 years,

18 males and 24 females, mean age: 22.3 years, SD: 2.8 years),

which provided written informed consent. Inclusions were

made on the basis of a medical examination aimed at check-

ing inclusion and exclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria were:

right-handedness; normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Exclusion criteria were: history of neurologic (e.g. epilepsy up

to first degree of familiarity, migraines), psychiatric, cardiac,

or otologic disorders (e.g. recurrent otitismedia, perforation of

the tympanic membrane); presence of metallic implants or

splinters in the body; severe sleep deprivation, consumption

of psychotropic drugs or alcohol during the previous 24 h;

participation to other brain stimulation experiments during

the previous week. The study has been approved by the rele-

vant French Institution (Comit�e de Protection des Personnes,

CPP, 2015-A00623-46).

2.2. Galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS)

GVS protocol mimics that described in Blini, Desoche, et al.

(2018b). GVS was delivered via a commercial, CE approved,

stimulator (BrainStim, EMS, Bologna). The application of small

current intensities over the mastoid bones is associated with

the illusion of head and body movements towards the side of

anodal stimulation, but induces very few adverse effects with

stimulation up to 1.5 mA in both healthy and brain-damaged

patients (Utz et al., 2011). Electric current of 1 mA was

administered continuously through spongy electrodes

(14 cm̂2 area) soaked with saline water and fixed in place with

adhesive tape and a rubber band. Stimulation was delivered

only after an initial impedance check, to minimize potentially

painful sensations. Three configurations were adopted. Left-

and Right- Anodal were active GVS conditions, inducing

different (polarity dependent) effects. Electrodes were placed

over the mastoid processes symmetrically (that is, in the Left-

Anodal montage the cathode was placed over the right mas-

toid bone, and vice versa for the Right-Anodal montage). Left-

Anodal stimulation activates mainly right hemisphere struc-

tures (Lopez et al., 2012; zu Eulenburg et al., 2012), whereas

Right-Anodal activates comparatively more left hemisphere

structures. A sham condition was also included, with elec-

trodes placed symmetrically about 5 cm below the mastoids,

above the neck, and distant from the trapezoidal muscles

yielding proprioceptive signals (Lenggenhager, Lopez, &

Blanke, 2007). The sham condition was included to control

for unspecific factors of electrical stimulation (e.g., arousal,

discomfort). The anode was placed in this case on the left side

(Ferr�e, Longo, Fiori, & Haggard, 2013). Participants performed

the behavioral tasks three times, on three different days,

under each GVS condition (Left-Anodal, Right-Anodal and

sham). The order of GVS type administration was counter-

balanced across subjects. Within each session, active stimu-

lations were delivered for a maximum of 30 min in order to

minimize side effects.

https://osf.io/2htd3
https://osf.io/b9ezq/
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Fig. 2 e A) The nominal power for our design is depicted as a function of a range of a priori sample and effect sizes (partial

eta squared). We planned to enroll a maximum of 42 participants, which allowed us to have high power for effect sizes in

the small range (distributed around that reported in Blini, Tilikete, et al. (2018a)). However, interim analyses were planned at

N ¼ 30, and thus corrections for sequential analyses were applied. B) Graphical representation and time course of the

modified Flankers Task (FT). Each trial started with a fixation cross appearing at the center of the screen. Then, a set of five

arrows was presented on screen. The task consisted in indicating the direction of the central arrow (left, right). The four

flanking arrows could point towards the same (congruent condition) or opposite direction (incongruent condition), the latter

creating conflict and interference costs. Furthermore, the color of flanking arrows (the irrelevant dimension) was associated

with one of three Conditions: Neutral (N, blue), in which no points were at stake; Potential Gain (PG, green), in which ten

points (about 12 eurocents) were at stake; Potential Loss (PL, red), in which a 10 points loss was possible. A visual feedback

was then presented on screen informing the participants about the outcome. The overall goal of this task was to highlight

the attentional capture effects of value-associated features that, though irrelevant, were expected to interact with

congruency and enhance interference costs. C) A priori possible scenarios for the effects of GVS on interference costs caused

by Potential Gains (PG) or Potential Losses (PL). We predicted reduced sensitivity to rewards during GVS, which may reduce

interference costs in the PG condition, especially with a Right-Anodal montage (Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a). Different

c o r t e x 1 3 3 ( 2 0 2 0 ) 2 1 5e2 3 5220
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2.3. Apparatus and behavioral tasks

Participants were tested in a dimly lit, quiet room. Their head

was restrained by a chinrest, facing a 17 inches large screen at

a distance of approximately 57 cm. The open-source software

OpenSesame (Mathôt, Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2011) was used to

display experimental stimuli on the screen and record the

subjects’ response. Participants provided responses by means

of keyboard presses (on a standard QWERTY keyboard) using

the index and middle fingers of their dominant hand. During

the stimulation, they performed two tasks. One control task

(Subjective Visual Vertical, SVV)was administered during the

first 5 min of the stimulation. SVV required rotating visual

segments until they appeared to be in a vertical position. It

was meant to provide independent evidence for a successful

vestibular stimulation, given that displacements occur to-

wards the site of anodal GVS stimulation (Mars, Popov, &

Vercher, 2001; Saj, Honor�e, & Rousseaux, 2006). Then, a

modified version of the Flankers Task (FT) (Eriksen, 1995;

Eriksen& Eriksen, 1974) probed interference costs arising from

conflict and their modulation by potential rewards or losses.

Practice trials for both tasks were administered at the begin-

ning of each session, before the onset of the stimulation, and

were not considered in the analyses. One brief evaluation of

subjective feelings and sensations experienced during GVS

was administered soon after the stimulation end (see Sup-

plementary Materials). This was meant to monitor partici-

pants’ distress and task compliance across the different days

of the experiment and GVS protocols.

2.3.1. Subjective visual vertical (SVV)
The SVV task is depicted in Fig. 3. One segment (19 cm, 2 mm

wide; white-colored, over a black background) was presented

at the center of the screen. Its starting orientation varied

randomly between 1 and 20� from the geometric (objective)

vertical, in both clockwise and counter-clockwise directions

(counterbalanced). Participants were asked to align the

segment along the vertical plane by manually rotating it

clockwise or counter clockwise using the keyboard. Segments’

orientation changed in steps of .1� (between �1.6 and 1.6�

from the vertical) up to steps of .7� for more extreme re-

sponses (>19�). Participants were informed that a counting

strategy was counter-productive, and they were asked to

stress accuracy over speed.

The task was performed in darkness and a circular black

panel covered the borders of the screen, to minimize the use

of external anchoring points. A total of 24 trials was admin-

istered. As dependent variable, the orientation of the SVV (in

degrees) was stored. Positive values reflect a shift occurring
scenarios were then hypothesized, depending on the effects of G

that GVS could reduce sensitivity to punishments as well, and th

body is experiencing visuo-vestibular mismatches, response to

balance would become the main priority and would subtract at

assumed a weak dissociation between the treatment of PG and

partially distinct neural substrates and behavioral effects of rewa

However, we favored a strong dissociation (Scenario 3) according

PL. We argued that the negative valence of punishments may m

differently from rewards, gain in salience (also see Fig. 1, for a
clockwise (i.e. towards the right ear), while negative values

reflect a counter-clockwise bias. The script for running the

task is available in the Supplementary Materials.

2.3.2. Flanker task (FT)
A schematic depiction of the task is illustrated in Fig. 2B, and

the script for running it is available in the Supplementary

Materials. Each trial started with a fixation cross (1.2 � 1.2�)
appearing at the center of the screen for 500 ms (±50 ms of

uniformly distributed jitter). Then, a set of five arrows was

presented on screen (about .5� of width each) until the sub-

jects’ response. The task consisted in indicating the direction

of the central arrow (left, right, equiprobable), white colored

over dark background. The four flanking arrows could point

toward the same (congruent condition) or opposite direction

(incongruent condition), the latter creating conflict and

interference costs. Furthermore, participants were explicitly

instructed that the color of flanking arrows (the irrelevant

dimension: red, blue, or green) was associated with one of

three Conditions: Neutral (N), in which no points were at

stake; Potential Gain (PG), in which ten points (about 12

eurocents) were at stake; Potential Loss (PL), in which a 10-

point loss was possible. The colorevalue associations (i.e.

red for PL, blue for N, and green for PG) were kept constant

across subjects and sessions; note that colorevalue associa-

tions were explicit, i.e. not established via statistical learning

paradigms. Finally, following the response, a visual feedback

was presented for 1000 ms. The feedback consisted of two

lines of text: the first indicated whether the response was

correct, incorrect, or too slow; the second one indicated the

number of points gained or lost for the last response. Partici-

pants earned the points at stake in PG, or avoided losing them

in PL, only if they could provide a correct response faster than

75% of their overall responses. Participants were informed

about this adaptive speed threshold. We reasoned that a

challenging speed threshold would maximize the chances of

observing reward-related behavioral signatures by enhancing

the salience of PG and PL conditions, and the urgency of

providing a response in such cases. As the effect of reward can

be framed as an increased vigor deployed in conditions

requiring extra effort, little or negligible effects could be in

principle expected with a long response time-window, in

which performance boosts are not crucial in order to obtain

the incentives at stake. On the contrary, a more challenging

task could help avoid ceiling effects for variables such as ac-

curacy, by favoring impulsivity and incorrect responses, and

eventually magnify behavioral effects such as enhanced

congruency costs in PG and PL conditions. The presence and

magnitude of such effects would also help interpret possible
VS in the PL condition. The first possibility (Scenario 1) was

us reduce interference costs in the PL condition. While the

external stimuli may be globally reduced, as physiologic

tentional resources to the external context. Scenario 2

PL, as to accommodate the manifolds studies reporting

rd and punishments (e.g. Cubillo, Makwana,& Hare, 2019).

to which interference costs would be magnified by GVS for

atch the nature of the altered interoceptive processing and,

mechanistic model).
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Fig. 3 e Graphical depiction of the SVV task. Participants

were asked to align a visual segment to the perceived

vertical orientation by means of manual responses. The

task was performed in darkness and with a circular black

panel covering the screen edges, as to minimize external

visual anchors. Because GVS affects the inputs from the

otoliths, which appear to play a key role in this task, biases

were expected to occur in the direction of the anodal site of

stimulation (i.e. clockwise biases for Right-Anodal, and

counter-clockwise for Left-Anodal). The task was thus

administered as a control aimed at confirming that the

vestibular system was, indeed, perturbed.
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modulations by GVS. Differently from previous approaches

(e.g. Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a), this threshold was not fixed,

but adaptive, and it wasmeant to provide similar levels of task

difficulty across all subjects (e.g. Shen & Chun, 2011). Partici-

pants received a monetary compensation of 75 euros for their

participation in the three sessions. They were also able to

receive an additional amount up to 25 euros/session according

to their performance in the FT task, proportionally to the

amount of points gained.

The FT consisted of 648 trials overall, with two shorts

breaks, for a total duration that did not exceed 25 min. The

overall design counted 108 observations per cell for the two

main manipulated factors (Congruency and Condition, 2 � 3).

It was repeated once for each one of the three GVS conditions

(1944 trials overall).

2.4. Analyses

Data, excluding practice trials, were analyzed with the open-

source software R (The R Core Team, 2018). The following

packages greatly eased our work: afex (Singmann, Bolker,

Westfall, & Aust, 2019); dplyr (Wickham, François, Henry, &
Müller, 2019); emmeans (Lenth, 2019); ggplot2 (Wickham,

2016); lme4 (Bates, M€achler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014). For

exploratory analyses, we recovered the parameters of a drift

diffusion model (Ratcliff, 1978) using the fast-dm-30.2 soft-

ware (Andreas Voss & Voss, 2007).

We decided to analyze accuracy only if: the group mean

would score below 90% (and below 95% in congruent trials); if

fewer than half of the subjects would present more than 90%

success rate (95% in congruent trials). This was to avoid, in the

FT task, ceiling effects. The group mean was eventually 84.8%

(91.2% for congruent trials). 13 subjects (31%) presented more

than 90% success rate in the FT task; 17 subjects (40.5%) pre-

sented more than 95% correct responses in congruent trials.

Thus, we proceeded in assessing accuracy as dependent

variable.

We assessed response times only for correct responses.

Response times slower than þ2.5 and faster than �2.5 stan-

dard deviations from the subjects’ meaneseparately for the

levels of GVS, Congruency and Conditionewere discarded

(.02% overall). All participants presented more than 70% of

correct responses on average. This threshold, though arbi-

trary, was established a priori in an attempt to operationalize

what should have been regarded as “poor performance”,

suggestive of lack of compliance or engagement; any subject

with less than 70% accuracy would have been excluded from

analyses. Likewise, all participants could attend all the three

experimental sessions, and could receive GVS without in-

conveniences (e.g. excessively high impedance, excessive

discomfort). No replacement was thus necessary.

Data were analyzed throughmixed-effects multiple regression

models (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) using the lme4

package for R (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014).

Models had a logistic link-function, appropriate for binary

variables, when assessing accuracy. Prior to fixed-effect

testing, the most appropriate and parsimonious (Bates,

Kliegl, Vasishth, & Baayen, 2015) matrix of random effects

was chosen via an objective pipeline exposed at length else-

where (Blini, Desoche, et al., 2018b; Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a;

Bonato et al., 2019; also see the Supplementary Materials).

Procedures for testing fixed effects or for dealing with

convergence problems were also unchanged with respect to

our previous approaches (Blini, Desoche, et al., 2018b; Blini,

Tilikete, et al., 2018a).

We tested the role of the following three factors (fixed ef-

fects) and their interactions: Congruency (2 levels: Congruent,

Incongruent), Condition (3 levels: Potential Gain, PG; Neutral,

N; Potential Loss, PL), and GVS (3 levels: sham; Right-Anodal,

RA; Left-Anodal, LA). The random slope of Direction of the

central arrow (and response effector, i.e. index or middle

finger) was tested as well. We did not foresee, in the context of

our study, any potential interest of this variable when tested

as fixed effect. However, random slopes may account for, if

selected in the models, part of the variability in the data. To

summarize, the order in which we tested random slopes was

the following: Congruency, Condition, GVS, and Direction.

The key test of this study was the three-way interaction

Congruency by Condition by GVS. In addition, the following

tests were part of our outcome-neutral quality checks (see

below): Congruency, Condition, and Condition by Congruency.

These four tests constitute our family of tests of interest

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.09.004
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(Cramer et al., 2016); the respective p-values were corrected

for false discovery rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) sepa-

rately from all remaining tests, i.e. exploratory tests. All p-

values had to be significant at the .034 alpha threshold in light

of sequential testing procedures. Any follow-up t-test com-

parison for significant effects was corrected for false discovery

rate. Robustness checks and exploratory analyses were also

envisaged following the results of this first analysis, and not

pre-registered.

The SVV task was analyzed as in Blini, Tilikete, et al.

(2018a), and with the same statistical pipeline outlined

above. First, extreme responses (exceeding ±2.5 standard de-

viations from the subject-specific mean) were discarded

(.01%). Then, we tested the fixed factors GVS (3 levels: sham;

Right-Anodal, RA; Left-Anodal, LA) and Starting Orientation (2

levels: clockwise, counter-clockwise); this is also the order in

which we tested random slopes. We predicted a large, yet not

of interest, effect for Starting Orientationelines initially dis-

played as tilted clockwise associated with a clockwise

response bias. P-values for GVS and the two-way GVS by

Starting Orientation interaction were adjusted for false dis-

covery rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

While the SVV task represents the elective control for the

effectiveness of GVS, we also evaluated subjective sensations

following each session (e.g. subjective vestibular effects,

distress or motivation, as in Blini, Desoche, et al., 2018b). Each

question was presented on a computer screen, above a hori-

zontal line representing a visual scale continuum. Subjects

graded their experience by means of mouse-clicks on the line.

The standardized displacement from the objective center of

the segment (i.e. �100% for the leftmost end, 0% for the exact

center, þ100% for the rightmost end) was used as the
Table 1 e Summary of outcome-neutral quality controls.

Quality Control Test

The vestibular system is

effectively perturbed

SVV task: the main effect of GVS or

the GVS by Starting Side

interaction is significant. At least

one contrast indicates the

following pattern: Left-

Anodal < sham < Right-Anodal

√
N

v

Effects are not due to

unspecific effects of

electric stimulation

Questionnaires: no significant

differences must be observed in

items of the questionnaire

evaluating unspecific sensations

(e.g. distress, burning or itching

sensation, pain …). Differences

may be expected in items assessing

vestibular-specific sensations (e.g.

illusion of body movement)

√
N

s

The task evokes

interference costs due

to conflicting visual

inputs

FT task: main effect of Congruency

showing improved performance

for congruent vs. incongruent trials

√
N

m

d

Motivation is effectively

manipulated

FT task: main effect of Condition

(improved performance for PG and/

or PL vs. Neutral) OR Condition by

Congruency interaction

(interference costs enhanced in PG

and/or PL vs. Neutral)

X

P

a

h

e

m

l

dependent variable for each question. The responses were

submitted, for each of the 17 questions (original items in the

Supplementary Materials), to a within-subject ANOVA with

GVS as independent variable. We did not register in advance

any specific prediction. However, three items will specifically

assess unspecific (non-vestibular) distress: “I felt hitching”, “I

felt burning”, and “I felt distress”. For these three items we

required no significant effects in the aforementioned ANOVA

(quality check 2, see below).

2.5. Predictions

We anticipated three possible scenarios for the three-way

interaction Congruency by Condition by GVS, graphically

depicted in Fig. 2C. Our a priori hypothesis was that GVS,

especially Right-Anodal, could decrease interference costs in

PG conditions, in light of the decreased sensitivity to rewards

(Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a); interference costs in the PL con-

dition, instead, could be enhanced by either GVS montage

with respect to sham (Scenario 3).

2.6. Outcome-neutral quality checks

Outcome-neutral quality checks are summarized in Table 1.

2.6.1. Vestibular stimulation
The effectiveness of the vestibular stimulation had to be

confirmed by one independent task (SVV). GVS was expected

to tilt the SVV towards the site of anodal stimulation (Blini,

Tilikete, et al., 2018a; Lenggenhager et al., 2007). We required

at least one significant contrast along the Left-

Anodal < sham < Right-Anodal pattern, as in Blini, Tilikete, et
Invalidate results? Outcome

o evidence for a successful

estibular stimulation

√
The subjective vertical was

displaced according to the

position of the anode: Left-

Anodal < sham < Right-Anodal

o evidence for vestibular

pecificity of the effects

√
Distress or other unspecific

sensations did not differ

between GVS conditions and

sham

o evidence for response

onitoring resources to be

eployed

√
Responses to incongruent trials

were slower and less accurate

rovided motivational assets

re affected by GVS (main

ypothesis), otherwise no

vidence for an effective

anipulation of motivational

evels

√
Enhanced costs when value

was at stake, especially for PL

conditions; three-way

interactions were involved
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al. (2018a). This was necessary in order to ascribe any behav-

ioral effect to vestibular mismatches.

2.6.2. Vestibular specificity
In addition to the previous point, we needed to rule out the

possibility that unspecific factors (e.g. distress, itching) were

differing between the sham and GVS conditions. Participants’

responses to the questionnaire administered at the end of

each session, thus, had to be comparable across GVS condi-

tions (Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a).

2.6.3. Conflict and interference costs
The presence of interference costsei.e. better performance for

congruent vs incongruent trialsehad to validate our modified

version of the flankers task, and confirm that monitoring re-

sources and parallel processing of irrelevant informationwere

deployed.

2.6.4. Effects of motivation
Points at stake, signaled by the color of flanking arrows, had to

modulate participants’ performance, as to ensure that different

levels of motivation were indeed deployed in the task. This

could happen either through improved performance in PG and/

or PL conditionswith respect to the neutral one (i.e.main effect

of Condition), oreas could be predicted on the basis of studies

assessing themodulatory effect of rewardon interference costs

(Krebs et al., 2010) e through enhanced interference costs for

these conditions (e.g. hampered performance to incongruent

trials). Given the aim of the present study, we did not consider
Fig. 4 e A) Subjective Visual Vertical. The subjective perception o

GVS was associated with a counter-clockwise tilt of the SVV, clo

and Congruency-Accuracy. Interference costs (Congruent vs. Inc

(Reward) and Potential Loss (Punishment) conditions, interestin

FT task, motivational cues, attached to distractors, were actuall

Response Times. Interference costs (Congruent vs. Incongruent

Potential Gain (Reward) conditions were overall faster than Neu

trials were interacting with congruency such that interference

Neutral and Potential Gain trials. Thus, Reward and Punishmen

fact that Punishments led to slower responses than or equal to

participants were slowing down selectively and strategically w

subjects standard errors of the mean (Morey, 2008).
fatal the lack of this quality check, but only in the presence of a

meaningful modulation of motivational assets by GVS. For

example, Scenario 1 in Fig. 2C predicts large interference costs

for the sham condition in face of smaller costs with concurrent

GVS: in this case it would be conceivable that the two-way

interaction Congruency by Condition (thus collapsed across

GVS levels) may fail to reach our significance criterion, pre-

cisely because moderated by GVS; we would therefore observe

only a three-way interaction, suggesting that motivational as-

sets are indeed deployed, though modulated by GVS.
3. Results

3.1. Outcome neutral quality checks

3.1.1. Subjective visual vertical (SVV)
When assessing the SVV, we found, as predicted, a large effect

of Starting Side (c2(1) ¼ 66, pfdr< .001, hp
2 ¼ .59), lines originally

tilted in the clockwise direction being associated with a more

pronounced clockwise bias. Additionally, the main effect of

GVSwas large and significant (c2(2)¼ 62.76, pfdr< .001, hp
2¼ .42).

Post-hoc t-tests showed that all GVS conditions differed: Left-

Anodal was associated with a bias in the counter-clockwise

sense with respect to the sham (b ¼ .166, SE ¼ .066, z ¼ 2.52,

pfdr ¼ .012); Right-Anodal, instead, was associated with a bias

in the clockwise sense with respect to sham (b ¼ .334,

SE ¼ .056, z ¼ 6.01, pfdr< .001). GVS and Starting Side did not

interact (c2(2) ¼ .72, pfdr ¼ .7). Results are depicted in Fig. 4A.
f verticality was effectively modulated by GVS. Left-Anodal

ckwise for Right-Anodal, with respect to sham. B) Condition

ongruent trials) were firmly highlighted. Both Potential Gain

gly, were associated with decreased accuracy. Thus, in the

y impairing performance. C) Condition and Congruency-

trials) were firmly highlighted. Differently from accuracy,

tral and Potential Loss trials. However, only Potential Loss

costs were increased in this condition with respect to both

t conditions seemed to dissociate for response times. The

Neutral trials seems to point against the possibility that

hen no reward was at stake. Error bars depict within-
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3.1.2. Questionnaires
Across all 17 items in the questionnaire, we did not highlight

GVS-specific differences for 16. In particular, there were no

differences for questions assessing unspecific effects of an

electric brain stimulation, e.g. “I felt itching”, “I felt burning”,

or “I felt distress” (all F < 1.33, all p > .27). Likewise, nausea

sensations did not differ from sham (F(1.97, 80.58) ¼ .56, p ¼ .57).

However, when assessing participants’ illusions of their body

moving along the sagittal axis (backwardeforward) we found

a significant effect of GVS (F(1.75, 71.65)¼ 6.74, p¼ .003, hp
2 ¼ .14).

Left-Anodal GVS was associated, with respect to both sham

and Right-Anodal, to illusions of participants’ bodies displac-

ing forward (all t > 2.54, all pfdr< .022). Degrees of freedomwith

decimal points denote Greenhouse-Geisser correction for

violation of sphericity.

3.1.3. FT task
We found a main effect of Congruency for both accuracy

(c2(1) ¼ 155.76, pfdr< .001, hp
2 ¼ .81) and RTs (c2(1) ¼ 65.6, pfdr<

.001, hp
2 ¼ .64). Incongruent trials were less accurate and

slower than congruent trials. Themain effect of Conditionwas

also significant for both accuracy (c2(2) ¼ 60.64, pfdr< .001,

hp
2 ¼ .4) and RTs (c2(2) ¼ 63.47, pfdr< .001, hp

2 ¼ .32). However,

post-hoc contrasts showed a dissociation between the two

measures: for accuracy, both PG (b ¼ .248, SE ¼ .043, z ¼ 5.74,

pfdr< .001) and PL (b ¼ .277, SE ¼ .049, z ¼ 5.63, pfdr< .001) con-

ditions resulted in less accurate responses with respect to

neutral trials; for response times, PG trials were associated to

faster responseswith respect to both neutral (b¼ 4.09, SE¼ .91,

z ¼ 4.5, pfdr< .001) and PL trials (b ¼ 4.76, SE ¼ .7, z ¼ 6.8, pfdr<
.001). Furthermore, while Congruency and condition did not

interact when assessing accuracy (c2(2) ¼ 3.63, pfdr ¼ .16), the

two-way interaction was highlighted for RTs (c2(2) ¼ 10.09,

pfdr ¼ .009, hp
2 ¼ .12). Specifically, interference costs (i.e. the

difference between congruent and incongruent trials) were

enhanced for PL trials with respect to both PG (b ¼ 4.15,

SE ¼ 1.55, z ¼ 2.67, pfdr ¼ .011) and neutral trials (b ¼ 4.72,

SE¼ 1.57, z¼ 3, pfdr¼ .008); costs did not differ between PG and

neutral trials (b ¼ .57, SE ¼ 1.37, z ¼ .42, pfdr ¼ .67). These tests

are depicted in Fig. 4B (accuracy) and Fig. 4C (RTs).

3.1.4. Discussion
All the outcome-neutral quality checks were fulfilled. First, the

SVV task provided independent evidence that our GVS stimu-

lation was, indeed, altering vestibular processing. The subjec-

tive visual vertical was tilted toward the site of anodal GVS

stimulation, possibly in light of a modulation of the input

originating from the otoliths. Participants also reported, after

Left-Anodal GVS, having perceived their body moving forward

in space. Albeit this is compatiblewith a vestibular stimulation,

the direction of this illusion is unusual for a bilateral montage.

Displacements along the anterioreposterior axis may be ex-

pected for antero-posterior montages (Aedo-Jury, Cottereau,

Celebrini, & Severac Cauquil, 2019), rather than for lateral

ones. This illusion may have been genuinely prompted by the

(mixed) vestibular signals that participants experienced, or

could simply reflect difficulties in accurately discriminating or

recall (after the stimulation) the sensations experienced. That

said, all other items indicated that GVS was not different from

sham when assessing potential confounds that may follow
electric brain stimulations, such as overall discomfort or

painful sensations. This is important because it allowed us to

circumscribe the experimental effects more precisely to a

vestibular perturbation. Finally, we have found, in the FT task,

all the requisites for us to assess a meaningful modulation by

GVS: conflict costs, in terms of impaired responses in incon-

gruent trials (Congruency effect), and motivational effects. The

latter ones, interestingly, caused an impaired performance

when value was at stake (less accurate responses). This is

coherent with the view that distractors may gain in salience

when value is attached to them, and hamper the performance

to the relevant task. However, PL and PG conditions seem to

dissociate when assessing response times: PG trials were

overall faster, suggesting a motivational performance boost; PL

trials, on the other hand, were not faster than neutral trials, but

they interacted instead with Congruency such that the

observed conflict costs were enhanced (i.e. responses were

faster in congruent trials but slower in incongruent trials,

Fig. 4C). This accurately reflects the pattern depicted in Fig. 2C

as an increase, with respect to neutral trials, of interference

costs in PL (punishment) conditions; with respect to our a priori

predictions, however, we have found no evidence of such in-

crease in PG (rewarded) conditions.

3.2. The vestibular system, conflict, and motivation

This section reports the results of the main tests of interest,

namely the three-way interaction Congruency by Condition

by GVS for both accuracy (Fig. 5A) and RTs (Fig. 5B). Descriptive

statistics are reported in Table 2.

When assessing accuracy, the interaction was not signifi-

cant according to our pre-defined criteria (c2(4) ¼ 9.62,

pfdr ¼ .063, hp
2 ¼ .05), though it was showing a trend at the

uncorrected level (p ¼ .047). We decided to perform follow-up

tests regardless, to better frame the source of this tendency,

and noticed that PL trials were associated with larger inter-

ference costs with respect to Neutral trials only in the Right-

Anodal GVS condition (b ¼ .386, SE ¼ .125, z ¼ 3.09,

pfdr ¼ .006). We then moved to assessing RTs. Here, the inter-

action was significant (c2(4) ¼ 10.75, pfdr ¼ .029, hp
2 ¼ .04), albeit

the associated effect size was small. Follow-up t-tests pointed

toward the fact that, in PL conditions, interference costs were

enhanced comparatively more for the Left-Anodal condition

with respect to the Right-Anodal one (b ¼ 6.7, SE ¼ 2.88,

z ¼ 2.33, pfdr ¼ .06 e uncorrected p ¼ .02), though not when

compared to sham (b ¼ 1.5, SE ¼ 3.06, z ¼ .49, pfdr ¼ .62).

Besides the tests reported under “Outcome-neutral quality

checks”, no other effect or interaction was proven significant

when assessing either accuracy or RTs (all pfdr > .14).

3.3. Robustness checks

This part was not pre-registered. The aim of the analyses in

this section was to probe the main results of our study, i.e.

concerning the three-way interaction Congruency by Condi-

tion by GVS, through different statistical techniques in order

to verify their robustness. For a complete overview, the reader

is referred to the Supplementary Materials.

We performed 2 (Congruency: congruent, incongruent) x 3

(Condition: PL, PG, N) x 3 (GVS: Right-Anodal, Left-Anodal,
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Fig. 5 e Results of the main tests of interest, namely the three-way interaction Congruency by Condition by GVS for both

accuracy (A) and RTs (B). The leftmost plots of each panel show interference costs for each GVS and Reward condition,

depicted as in Fig. 2C. In the rightmost plots of each panel, instead, we use interference costs in Neutral trials (dashed gray

line) as a baseline to assess how different Reward conditions and GVS can modulate them. We have found weak evidence

that: Right-Anodal GVS increases, when assessing accuracy, the interference costs associated with PL trials; Left-Anodal

GVS increases, when assessing RTs, the interference costs associated with PL trials (with respect to Right-Anodal GVS).

Results should, however, be taken with caution because: effects sizes were very small (about half the expected size); a range

of exploratory robustness checks (presented in section 3.3) failed to fully corroborate the results from this main, pre-

registered analysis. Error bars depict within-subjects standard errors of the mean (Morey, 2008).

Table 2 e Descriptive statistics.

GVS Condition Congruency Accuracy (%) SD Response Times (ms) SD

Left-Anodal PL Congruent 90.65 8.64 345.7 34.01

Incongruent 76.52 11.96 369.98 51.76

Neutral Congruent 91.71 8.43 347.63 36.18

Incongruent 81.33 10.56 364.77 48.3

PG Congruent 91.01 10.01 343.75 35.67

Incongruent 77.87 10.94 361.86 50.73

sham PL Congruent 90.37 9.88 347.07 34.29

Incongruent 75.99 13.26 370.58 52.12

Neutral Congruent 91.87 9.07 348.52 35.81

Incongruent 81.04 11.62 368.09 52.26

PG Congruent 89.77 10.45 344.55 35.7

Incongruent 77.54 11.9 362.44 50.88

Right-Anodal PL Congruent 92.11 7.83 349.28 29.91

Incongruent 75.73 11.8 368.5 43.62

Neutral Congruent 92.2 7.45 350.11 30.63

Incongruent 82.01 11.2 366.52 40.57

PG Congruent 91.01 8.36 345.04 30.35

Incongruent 76.98 12.01 363.78 42.07
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sham) repeated measures ANOVAs on the data from the FT

task, preprocessed as in the main analyses. Degrees of

freedom with decimal points indicate that Greenhouse-

Geisser correction for violation of sphericity was applied.
Accuracy data were previously arcsine square root trans-

formed in order to use proportions as dependent variable (but

note that, with respect to logistic link-functions, this approach

decreases the power of a test, Warton & Hui, 2011). The three-
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way interaction Congruency by Condition by GVS was not

significant when assessing accuracy (F(3.37, 138.3)¼ 2.1, p¼ .1) or

RTs (F(3.53, 144.92) ¼ 1.91, p ¼ .12). The latter analysis did not

change significantly when target Direction was added among

the factors (p ¼ .09) or when different thresholds for the

removal of outliers were adopted (minimum p ¼ .09 when 2.6

standard deviations was used as criterion). Because effects

were subtle, but to some extent similar between accuracy and

RTs, we computed a simple Efficiency index (Accuracy Rate

divided by RTs, in seconds). Larger values indicate better

performance. However, in light of the high variability of these

values, the three-way interaction (Congruency x Condition x

GVS) was not significant either (F(3.24, 132.64) ¼ 1.52, p ¼ .21). We

therefore proceeded with normalizing the data to a more

stable baseline: for each subject, we first computed the

interference costs (the difference between congruent and

incongruent trials) for each GVS and Condition, and then

referenced these costs to the Neutral condition (situation

depicted in the rightmost plots of Fig. 5). Thus, larger values in

this context indicate larger enhancement of interference costs

when value was at stake, with respect to a Neutral baseline.

We probed the same post-hoc contrasts which resulted sig-

nificant in the preregistered approach, which was based on

mixed models, through paired t-tests on these values. When

assessing accuracy, we have found that Right-Anodal GVS

yielded, in PL trials, larger costs than both sham (t(41) ¼ 2.32,

p ¼ .026) and Left-Anodal GVS (t(41) ¼ 2.09, p ¼ .043), though

only at the uncorrected significance level. When assessing

RTs, instead, the difference between Right-Anodal and Left-

Anodal GVS when potential losses were at stake was not sig-

nificant (t(41) ¼ 1.73, p ¼ .091).

3.4. Exploratory analyses

3.4.1. Drift Diffusion Models
Another way to link accuracy rate and response time via one

theory-grounded framework is throughDrift DiffusionModels

(DDM, Ratcliff, 1978). DDM assume that information is

sampled continuously from the environment and, in the case

of a two forced-choices task, one response is producedwhen a

critical threshold is reached. Thus, at least two parameters are

of interest: the drift rate, indexing the direction and speed of

sensory accumulation, and the boundary separation param-

eter, indexing the amount of information that is necessary in

order to produce a response. The first one has been classically

associated with task difficultyee.g. the amount of cognitive

load, which hampers the speed by which information is

gatheredewhereas the second is thought to refer to speed-

accuracy tradeoffs and impulsivityelarger boundary separa-

tion suggesting a more conservative threshold and response

style. DDM approaches for the Flankers task have been dis-

cussed before (Fischer, Nigbur, Klein, Danielmeier, &

Ullsperger, 2018; White, Ratcliff, & Starns, 2011). We fitted

one such DDM via the fast-dm software (Voss & Voss, 2007),

choosing the KolmogoroveSmirnov minimization procedure

and setting the variance parameters (drift rate, starting posi-

tion) to 0 (Voss, Voss, & Lerche, 2015). We used accuracy

coding such that the upper response boundary represented a

correct response. The procedure recovered, for each subject,

the drift rate and boundary separation parameters, which
were submitted to 2 (Congruency: congruent, incongruent) x 3

(Condition: PL, PG, N) x 3 (GVS: Right-Anodal, Left-Anodal,

sham) repeated measures ANOVAs. For the drift rate param-

eter, we observed a main effect of Congruency (F(1,41) ¼ 195.64,

p < .001, hp
2 ¼ .83) and Condition (F(1.98,81.36) ¼ 23.63, p < .001,

hp
2 ¼ .37), as well as the interaction between the two

(F(1.79,73.29) ¼ 4.26, p ¼ .02, hp
2 ¼ .09). Incongruent trials were

associated with slower drift rates than congruent ones

(t(41) ¼ 13.99, pfdr< .001). Interference costs were particularly

pronounced, in addition, when value was at stake, thus for PL

(t(41) ¼ 6.12, pfdr< .001) and PG trials (t(41) ¼ 6.05, pfdr< .001) with

respect to Neutral, without differences between PL and PG

(t(41) ¼ .03, pfdr ¼ .98). This is coherent with the view that both

distractors and value information have detrimental effects on

the task at play, hampering the gathering of relevant infor-

mation. However, Condition and Congruency interacted, and

PL trials only were associated with increased interference

costs (t(41) ¼ 2.74, pfdr ¼ .027) with respect to Neutral trials.

Thus, this finding seems to suggest that PL trials may be more

effective in capturing attention and causing distraction with

respect to PG ones, corroborating the PL-associated interfer-

ence cost unveiled with the pre-registered LMEM analysis.

There was a weak tendency for this effect to be larger with

concurrent Right-Anodal GVS (PL vs Neutral, Left-Anodal vs.

Right-Anodal: t(41)¼ 2.11, p¼ .04; PL vs Neutral, shamvs. Right-

Anodal: t(41) ¼ 2.06, p ¼ .046); Right-Anodal was, indeed, the

only GVS condition in which Congruency and Condition

interacted (F(1.95,79.97) ¼ 6.06, p ¼ .004, hp
2 ¼ .13), but not Left-

Anodal (F(1.85,75.86) ¼ .88, p ¼ .41) or sham (F(1.96,80.44) ¼ 1.43,

p ¼ .24). However, the corresponding three-way interaction

failed to reach significance (F(3.43,140.77) ¼ 1.86, pfdr ¼ .13). Re-

sults are depicted in Fig. 6. When assessing the boundary

separation parameter, interestingly, we only found a main

effect of Condition (F(1.88,76.92) ¼ 28.86, p < .001, hp
2 ¼ .41): PG

trials were associated with lower values than PL trials

(t(41) ¼ 4.99, pfdr< .001), which were in turn associated with

lower values than Neutral trials (t(41) ¼ 2.72, pfdr ¼ .01). Thus,

responses were more impulsive when value was at stake,

potential gain trials being associated with the most liberal

response bias.

3.5. Summary of results

All the quality controls planned for the study were fulfilled,

enabling us to interpret the results from the FT task across

GVS conditions. One first result was that PL and PG trials

dissociated. While both had detrimental effects on behavioral

performances, as assessed by accuracy, only PL trials led to

enhanced interference costs when assessing RTs. Thus, value

can have detrimental effects on performance, when it is

attached to task-irrelevant information, possibly as result of

increased attentional salience of the distractors. Potential

losses, in this respect, seem to be more effective than poten-

tial gains, suggesting some prioritization. The main objective

of this study, however, was to assess whether this interaction

was furthermodulated by GVS.We have found some evidence

in this regard: Right-Anodalmarginally increased interference

costs for PL trials when assessing accuracy, whereas Left-

Anodal GVS was seemingly more effective when assessing

response times. It must be said, however, that several post-
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Fig. 6 e We fitted a Drift Diffusion Model (DDM) to the data, and recovered the drift rate parameter, indexing the speed at

which sensory information is gathered from the environment. Such speed was slower for incongruent trials and when

value was at stake, showing that irrelevant information was indeed causing distraction and hampering the performance to

the relevant task. These interference costs were larger for PL trials, suggesting that potential losses were more effective in

capturing attention. We have additionally found some evidence for this effect to be more pronounced with Right-Anodal

GVS. The leftmost plot shows interference costs for each GVS and Reward condition, depicted as in Fig. 2C. In the rightmost

plot, instead, we use interference costs in Neutral trials (dashed gray line) as a baseline to assess how different Reward

conditions and GVS can modulate them. Error bars depict within-subjects standard errors of the mean (Morey, 2008).
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hoc robustness checks could not corroborate the results of the

main analyses, the p-values being close (~.1) to significance

but not comparable to LMEM results. Importantly, the effect

size for the three-way interactionwas rather small (hp
2¼ ~.05),

half of what hypothesized for the a priori power analysis.

Post-hoc power for our design equals to only 50% for such

small effects (given our set of p-value corrections).

LMEM are, indeed, much more powerful than traditional

approaches in their using all the available data (i.e. the single

trial level). However, many researchers’ degrees of freedom

are associatedwith their use. For example, one randomeffects

matrix must be specified, and this choice heavily affects the

results. Deficitary matrices are associated with extremely

liberal LMEM results (high type 1 error rates); for this reason, a

few authors suggested to simply exploit the most complex

matrix of random effects available (justified by the experi-

mental design, Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). However,

this comes with a cost, and models that are over-

parametrized tend not to converge and severely hamper

power (type 2 errors, Matuschek, Kliegl, Vasishth, Baayen, &

Bates, 2017). Indeed, we tried to fit the maximal models in

our experiment for both accuracy and response times, but the

models could not converge. Here, we have tried to reach a

parsimonious solution through an objective, pre-identified,

pipeline. We are unable to state whether our results are due

to a genuinely more powerful approach or to a suboptimal

matrix of random effects. There are, however, also encour-

aging points: first, results are rather coherent for both accu-

racy and RTs, in their showing a pattern of increased value-

specific interference during GVS; this is reaffirmed by

exploratory analyses exploiting drift diffusion models, which
organically link accuracy and RTs, showing indeed some role

of Right-Anodal GVS in promoting attention to punishments.

While this pattern roughly matches our predictions of an

increased saliencyeand therefore interference costsefor PL

trials during visuo-vestibular mismatches, we found no evi-

dence for a reduction of such costs for PG trials, which was

also expected.
4. Discussion

4.1. Motivation, valence and conflict

Motivationeexperimentally provided, for example, in the

form of monetary rewardsecan act by invigorating one’s ac-

tion or willingness to exert an effort (Chong, Bonnelle, &

Husain, 2016; Chong et al., 2015; Muhammed et al., 2016), or

by sharpening cognitive processes such as attention and

memory (Abe et al., 2011; Anderson, Laurent, & Yantis, 2011;

Chelazzi et al., 2013; Della Libera & Chelazzi, 2006, 2009;

Engelmann & Pessoa, 2007; Hickey, Chelazzi, & Theeuwes,

2010). However, recent developments also highlight in-

stances in which rewards may hamper performance (Krebs

et al., 2010; Marini, Berg, & Woldorff, 2015; Theeuwes &

Belopolsky, 2012; Watson, Pearson, Theeuwes, Most, & Le

Pelley, 2020), for example when attention is unduly captured

by distracters that are related to rewards themselves, or in

presence of conflicting information. In the present study, we

report data showing both facets of motivation. The invigo-

rating component was exemplified by overall faster response

times when potential gains were at stake. The detrimental

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2020.09.004
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component, on the other hand, had a larger share, and we

observed both decreased accuracy when gains and losses

were at stake and a peculiar increase in interference costs

specifically for potential losses.

While the bulk of brain circuits coding for rewards and

punishments appears to be highly overlapping, signals asso-

ciated with gains or losses are also differentially represented

in the brain (Camara, Rodriguez-Fornells, & Münte, 2009; Liu,

Hairston, Schrier, &Fan, 2011; Yacubian et al., 2006). Speci-

alised brain areas originate a signal coding for relative reward

magnitudes, which is thought to be exploited for behavioural

optimization (Bush et al., 2002; Hernandez Lallement et al.,

2014; Hickey et al., 2010; Sallet et al., 2007; van Steenbergen,

Band, & Hommel, 2012; Williams, Bush, Rauch, Cosgrove, &

Eskandar, 2004). A subset of these areas has also been asso-

ciated with processes involving response monitoring, espe-

cially under conflict (Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter, 2004; Carter

et al., 1998; Floden, Vallesi, & Stuss, 2010). Recent proposals

suggest that the dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex (dACC), in

particular, may code conflict as an aversive signal biasing

behaviour away from irrelevant information and suboptimal

outcomes (Botvinick, 2007; Inzlicht, Bartholow, & Hirsh, 2015).

One recent study, for example, found that the dACC includes

both conflict- and value-related representations (Vermeylen

et al., 2019): a multivariate algorithm trained to classify af-

fective value (negative vs positive stimuli) could later classify

above chance conflict (incongruent vs congruent trials) in an

independent task within dACC and the pre-supplementary

motor area. That only losses result in enhanced interference

costs, thus, may indicate that the reported overlap is not

merely evaluative in its functions. Rather, potential losses

may consolidate and magnify neural signals related to con-

flict, and thus the associated behavioral signatures. There are

at least two possible mechanisms that may frame this possi-

bility. First, potential losses may be more effective than po-

tential gains in capturing attention: the processing of task-

irrelevant features (the flankers’ direction) would also be

enhanced as well as a consequence, causing a more pro-

nounced interference. Second, one additional source of con-

flict may arise between an intrinsic tendency to associate

losses with avoidance and the need to provide a response as

fast as possible (Carsten, Hoofs, Boehler,& Krebs, 2019); gains,

evoking approach tendencies instead, would not be associated

with such additional mismatch. We tend, however, to favor

the first option as it best accommodates our finding that

incongruent trials were, indeed, slower, whereas congruent

ones were slightly faster than the respective neutral condi-

tion. An unspecific source of conflict and avoidance prompted

by losses should, instead, equally affect congruent and

incongruent trials, causing response times to be overall

slower. Drift diffusion models have shown, indeed, that re-

sponses were generally less impulsive when potential losses

were at stake with respect to potential gains, which is

compatible with this view. However, potential losses were

associated, on the contrary, to more impulsive responses with

respect to neutral trials, and thus impulsivity alone is unlikely

to explain the increased interference costs only observed for

losses. Marginally faster response times for congruent trials,

instead, are compatible with the attentional account because

the enhanced processing of the distractors’ direction would,
in this specific condition, hamper comparatively less the

response to the primary task. In other words, part of the

sensory information that is gathered from the distractors

could, in a congruent condition, be more easily “recycled” and

transferred to the task-relevant response. Indeed, this inter-

action between losses and congruency is best captured by the

drift rate parameter, indexing the speed at which sensory

information is gathered from the environment.

The notion that potential losses may be more effective

than potential gains in driving decision-making is not new

(see the prospect theory: Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), though

experimental evidence is to date mixed. Several studies found

similar effects on motivation for reward and punishment

(Nissens, Failing, & Theeuwes, 2017; Wentura, Müller, &

Rothermund, 2014) or even seemingly more pronounced ef-

fects for the former (Carsten et al., 2019); recent research, on

the other hand, describes instances inwhich loss aversion can

dominate over reward seeking (Liao, Gr�egoire, & Anderson,

2020; Massar, Pu, Chen, & Chee, 2020). Liao et al. (2020), in

particular, specifically assessed the influence of threat and

aversive motivation (i.e. the delivery of electric shocks) on

conflict processing in the context of a Stroop task (Krebs et al.,

2010). The authors reported that, in contrast with potential

gains, aversive motivation was associated with impaired

performance in the task which, like in the present study, was

counterproductive for participants as it resulted in increased

occurrence of electric shocks; in addition, interference costs

were increased for incongruent trials, though in a manner

qualitatively similar to that observed in potential gain blocks

(Liao et al., 2020).

All in all, thus, our results seem to corroborate the notion

that potential losses may drive decision-making more

powerfully than potential gains, the inconsistencies found in

literature being explained by a different sensitivity of the

behavioral tasks or by methodological constraints (e.g.,

intermixed presentation of PG and PL trials versus in separate

blocks).

4.2. The vestibular system, value, and conflict

The role of the vestibular system in modulating motivational

and monitoring resources remains, at state, elusive. The pre-

sent study could only provide weak and ambiguous evidence

for GVS to further qualify the interaction between value and

conflict. If we were to rigidly apply our pre-registered criteria

in evaluating this three-way interaction, we should conclude

that Left-Anodal GVS may increase interference costs for po-

tential losses (when assessing response times). It would be

therefore tempting to discuss results in terms of hemispheric

asymmetries for the processing of valence. Left hemisphere

structures have been proposed to be dominant for approach

behavior/positive emotions, and right hemisphere structures

to be dominant for avoidance behavior/negative emotions

(Berkman& Lieberman, 2009; Canli, Desmond, Zhao, Glover,&

Gabrieli, 1998). It seems therefore fitting that Right-Anodal

GVS, which activates comparatively more left hemisphere

structures (Lopez et al., 2012; zu Eulenburg et al., 2012), may

specialize for rewards (Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a) whereas

Left-Anodal GVS, which activates mainly right hemisphere

structures, may preferentially affect punishments. Though
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intriguing, however, any conclusion would be premature as a

number of post-hoc analyses failed to support this finding. In

addition, in our previous study, using a spatial cueing para-

digm (Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a), Left-Anodal GVS showed an

effect in the same direction as that of Right-Anodal GVS, and

thus decreased sensitivity to rewards as well, though to a

lesser extent. Finally, in the present study we have also found

hints suggesting that Right-Anodal GVS may enhance inter-

ference costs for potential losses. While robustness checks

were, also in this case, far from providing a clear cut answer,

this latter result was seemingly more robust internally. First,

LMEM and robustness checks were roughly comparable,

though the latter yielded post hoc contrasts that were only

significant at the uncorrected level. Second, drift diffusion

models, and the drift rate parameter specifically, could high-

light a specific effect for Right-Anodal, but not Left-Anodal

GVS, in the processing of losses. This pattern roughly

matched our predictions (depicted in Scenario 3, Fig. 2C) of an

increased saliencyeand therefore interference costsefor PL

trials during visuo-vestibular mismatches, although the effect

was much smaller than what foreseen; on the other hand, we

have found no evidence for a reduction of such costs for PG

trials, which was also expected across all a priori scenarios.

It should be noted that, unlike losses, gains did not yield an

increase of interference costs; one possibility, thus, is that this

supposed interaction is not something that could have been

meaningfully modulated in first place. Rather, one may

wonder why GVS did not modulate the response time

advantage for gains, which we discussed above as reflecting

an increase in response vigor due to the promise of rewards.

One first possibility is that our previous study may simply

report a false positive finding. The study was pre-registered as

well: this process seems to work as intended in increasing the

likelihood for null findings to be published (Allen & Mehler,

2019), and therefore mitigate publication bias, but it is not by

itself a miracle cure for false positives, which are intrinsic to

inferential statistics based on error rate probabilities. That

said, the response times advantage reported in the present

study is much more subtle than the one we previously

described, obtained through a different task (a spatial cueing

paradigm, Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a). Furthermore, the

Flankers task adopted in this study was explicitly meant to

probe an instance in which value actually impairs behavioral

performance; indeed, in the FT, gains were also decreasing

performances in terms of discrimination accuracy. One could

therefore simply argue that the effect of potential gains was,

in the current context, too weak and ambiguous to be effec-

tively modulated.

4.3. Limitations of the present study

In the present study, value information was attached to dis-

tractors, which were presented on screen simultaneously to

targets. Participants’ responses occurred, on average, around

340e370 ms post-stimulus. This is a very short time window,

which probably only allowed us to frame effects that are more

likely to be related to very low-level, perceptual differences

induced by the processing of value. Having observed such

differences, for example in the processing of gains vs losses, in

such a limiting setting is remarkable, and indicates that value
can affect (and hamper) human performance very quickly,

and starting with very basic sensory processes. Indeed, our

findings were best captured by a difference in the speed of

accumulation of evidence (the drift rate parameter), which is

thought to reflect precisely sensory processing of the envi-

ronment. On the other hand, we may have missed effects

originating from late processes or components. In our previ-

ous study (Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a), the spatial cue signaling

reward preceded the target of about 700 ms. More high-level

(e.g. strategical) effects of reinforcers, in addition to percep-

tual ones, may be unveiled by allowing a more thorough

processing of value. This, in turn, may increase the likelihood

to induce and observe modulations of value-specific effects,

for example by GVS.

Another aspect worth of consideration is the choice of the

time threshold imposed to participants. One such threshold is

important as it helps to highlight effects of value that are only

present when the outcome of a trial is not certain, and the re-

inforcers are more likely to be obtained if comparatively more

effort is deployed for the response. Differently from our previ-

ous approach (Blini, Tilikete, et al., 2018a), this threshold was

not fixed (e.g. to 500 ms), but adaptive, and it was meant to

provide similar levels of task difficulty across all subjects. Par-

ticipants were continuously pushed by the algorithm to pro-

duce responses faster than 75% of their overall responses. This

contextwas overall stricter, and, in hindsight,mayhave caused

participants to reach the limits of their performances (i.e. floor

effect) sooner during each session. In addition, this could have

introduced some powerful extrinsic (though orthogonal to all

GVS and Conditions) source of motivation, of such a large

magnitude to partly conceal that induced by reinforcers.

Another remark worth mentioning is that we used, for the

present task, fixed colorevalue associations. Considering that

the task did not involve statistical learning (i.e., colorevalue

associations were explicit), we sought to minimize any po-

tential conflict arising at the semantic level, as to avoid con-

ditions of uneven strength of the associations. As the

mesolimbic reward system may be differentially tuned to

different color wavelength (Hu, De Rosa, & Anderson, 2020),

however, this may have introduced perceptual biases effec-

tively defeating the purpose.

Last but not least, here we choose to present potential loss

and potential gain trials in an intermixed, balanced fashion.

Compared to their administration in separate blocks (e.g., Liao

et al., 2020), this may have prompted a competition, more or

less explicit, between the two valences, resulting in one being

favored and prioritized over the other, perhaps depending on

individual biases and personality traits. Measuring and ac-

counting for such individual susceptibilities may help clarify

this issue in future studies.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we report an asymmetry in the processing of

gains and losses, with the latter seemingly more effective in

capturing human attention. When negative reinforcers are

attached to distractors, these stimuli appear to be processed

more thoroughly, and the interference costs arising in pres-

ence of conflicting information are consequently enhanced.
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We also report some evidence for Right-Anodal galvanic

vestibular stimulation to further increase the salience of los-

ses, as suggested by even larger interference costs in this

condition. This effect appears, within the present study, very

weak, and thus of dubious relevance, although the behavioral

task has shown much room for future improvements. While

this pattern of results mimics the one we originally predicted

as Scenario 3, we can only draw uncertain conclusions from

our data, let aside any neural counterpart. However, these

ambiguous results do stimulate new questions to be tackled in

future endeavors: are vestibular links with motivation solid

and practically relevant enough to be translated to addiction

disorders or other clinical settings? Are the effects specific to

valence or rather mediated by some other common feature?

And what are the most likely neural counterparts of such ef-

fects: is there an asymmetry between GVS montages and the

treatment of either punishments or rewards? Are predictive

coding accounts, and the notion of prediction error signal

specifically, useful to frame the interaction between the

vestibular system and motivation? We call for high-powered,

pre-registered studies in answering these questions, as a

context in which null or ambiguous results are not stigma-

tized is paramount in reaching a real informed judgement.
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